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Today in luxury:

Tesla's key inventory figure tops $2B for the first time

The value of Tesla Inc.'s finished goods inventory, which include vehicles available for sale, exceeded $2 billion
for the first time as the Model 3 sedan began overseas deliveries.

Click here to read the entire story on Bloomberg

Alibaba to pay $250M to settle lawsuit over pre-IPO warning on counterfeiting

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd said on Monday it will pay $250 million to settle a U.S. lawsuit faulting the Chinese e-
commerce company for concealing a regulatory warning about its ability to stop counterfeiting before it went public
in 2014.

Click here to read the entire story on Reuters

The week ahead: Chanel begins to chart a post-Lagerfeld future

This week, everyone will be talking about Chanel's resort show in Paris, how Adidas plans to extend the Yeezy craze
and the latest denim spinoff. Read our BoF Professional Cheat Sheet.

Click here to read the entire story on Business of Fashion

Emirates boss looking at possible Airbus option for its partner airline after Boeing 737 Max grounding

The grounding of 737 Max airplanes has cost Emirates' sister airline FlyDubai a "lot of profitability" and Airbus
planes could now replace some Boeing orders, the Middle East airline's CEO and chairman said Monday.
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Click here to read the entire story on CNBC
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